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A BSTRACT. Lemon Creek Glacier served a s the focus of a ttention o f the ] uneau I ce Field R esearch Proj ec t 
fro m 1953 through 1958. During the In ternational Geophys ical Year , it represented on e o f the g laciological 
sta tions in the North American network . This paper presents som e of the results of these studies, its purposes 
being ( I) to discuss the 1953- 58 annua l h ydro logical budge ts, a nd (2) to tes t N ielsen' s equa tions fo r th e 
equili b rium glacier using 1957 a nd 1958 movement a nd hyd ro logica l da ta. 

It is fo und that each budge t year for the pe riod studied shows a defi cit , except 1954- 55 which reg iste red 
a p ro nounced SLlrplus. The ne t de fi cit amounts to 10.32 X 106 m .l o f wa ter. The 1956- 57 budget was only 
slightl y n egative (0 · 82 X 106 m )) but tha t fo r 1957- 58 was s tro ng ly nega ti ve (8.96 X 106 m .l) . Surface Aow 
measurements were ma d e a long fi ve t ransverse p ro fil es, two of whi ch we re plot ted o ver one lull year . It is 
believed that the one-year m easurements p rovide a more accurate a nd rea listic p ic ture of glacier Aow tha n 
is no rmally availa ble fro m short summer surveys . The g lacie r a ppears to be close to equilibrium and to 
behave in the manner predic ted by Nielsen 's theory 01 equilibrium Aow. 

R ESUME. Le Lemon C reek G lacier a e te le centre d ' inte re t du Juneau Ice F ield R esearch Proj ec t d e 
1953 it 1958. Dura nt l'Annee Geophysique Inte rnationale, il representa it une des stations glaciologiques du 
reseau nord-ameri cain. Cet article presente quelques resulta ts d e ccs etudes, ses buts etant: 1°) de discuter 
les btldge ts hydrologiques annuels de 1953 it 1958; 2°) de tes te r les equa tions de N ielsen pour un glac ie r en 
equilibre en utilisan t les d onnees de l' hydrologie et du mouvement de 1957 et 1958. 

Nous a vons tro uve que chaque budge t annuel pour la pe riod e e tudiee montre un d e fi cit, a l'excepti on d e 
l'annee 1954- 55, dura nt la quelle on a enregistre un su rplus prononce. Le de fi cit ne t s'e leve a 10,32 X 106 m l 
d 'eau. Le budge t de 1956- 57 etait legerement negati f(0 ,82 X 106 m l) , mais celui de 1957- 58 eta it fo rtement 
nega tif (8,96 X 106 m l) . D es mesures de l'ecoulement en surface ont e te fa ites le long d e 5 profils transve rsaux 
pa rm i lesq uels 2 ont e te realises a u-delit d ' une a nnee complbc. O n pense que les mesures a nnuelles donnent 
une image plus precise et plus rea liste de l'ecoulement du g lac ie r que cell es provena nt d e courtes campagnes 
d'e te. L e g lacier semble e tre pr!:s de l'equili b re e t se comport C' r de la fa<;o n prevue par la theori e de N ielsen 
sur l 'ecoulement en equilibre. 

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG. Beim Juneau Ice Fie ld- Forschungsu nte rnehmen 1953- 58 sta nd d er Lemon C reek 
G lac ie r im Mittelpunkt d es Interesses . Wahrend des 1nl. Gcoph ys ika lisehen ] a hres wa r er eine del' g laz io
l og i~ch en S ta tionen im Beobachtungsnetz Nordamerikas. Die vorliegende Arbeit entha lt einige Ergebnisse 
diesel' U ntersuchungen , d e ren Zweck es war, ( I) den hydro logischen Jahreshausha lt von 1953- 58 zu 
ermitteln und (2) di e Gclltigkeit vo n N ielsen 's Gleichungen fur einen Gle tscher im G leichgewich t mit 
Hilfe de r Bewegungen und hyd ro logischen Oa ten vo n 1957 und 1958 Zll uberprufen. 

FLir j edes H a ushaltsj a hr d er Beobachtungsperiode ergib t sich e in D efi zit,- mit Ausna hme von 1954- 55 
wo e in e rh eblicher Uberschuss a uftra t. D as Netto-Defi z it be tragt 10,32 X 106 m 3 W asser . Del' H a ushalt 
1956- 5 7 war nul' schwach n egativ (0,82 X 106 m 3) , a ber 1957- 58 tra t ein sta rker Verlust a uf (8,96 X 106 m 3). 

In 5 Qllerprofil en wurden Fliessbewegungen a n del' OberAache gem essen ; in zwei d a von erstreckten sich 
die Messungen uber ein vo lles Jahr. Es wird angenommen , dass die ] ahresmessungen ein genaueres und 
zlltre ffenderes Bild der Gle tscherbewegung vermitteln als es gewiihnlich a us kUl'zen Sommerbeobachtungen 
gewonnen werden kann. D er Gletscher scheint annahernd im Gle ichgewicht zu se in und sich gem ass 
Nielsen's Theorie fur die Gleichgewichtsbewegung zu verhalten. 

I NTROD UCTION 

Comprehensive glaciological studies in the source regions of glaciers located in the Pacific 
coastal cordillera of north-western North America were begun in 1948. Project Snow Cornice 
was undertaken at that time by the Arctic Institute of North America in the Sewa rd
Malaspina sector of the St. Elias Mounta ins (Sharp, 1949). In 1949, after a reconnaissance 
expedition the previous year, the American Geographical Society 'sJuneau Ice Field Research 
Project began observations on Taku Glacier in the northern Coast Mountains (Field and 
Miller, 1950). The work of the Project on Lemon Creek Glacier began in 1953. Observations 
which had been focused on Taku Glacier from 1949 to [952 were suspended after 1953 except 
for photographic surveys. This changeover was the result of a recommendation by Dr. 
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Hans W:son Ahlmann, who visited the Juneau Ice Field in '952. Lemon Creek Glacier had 
been selected as representative of north-western North America in a scheme to observe 
glacier variations in different parts of the world and to "explain the reactions of glaciers to 
meteorological factors" (Ahlmann, 1953). It had also become evident after five expeditions 
that the extensive Taku Glacier, which is complex and necessitates having large field parties 
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Fig. I. Sketch map showing the location of Lemon Creek Glacier and the surrounding area near lWleau, Alaska 
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and complicated logistics, was not well suited for long-term study. Lemon Creek Glacier, by 
contrast, covers a relatively small area, is not complex, and can be studied in detail by small 
parties. 

Results of research execu ted on Lemon Creek Glacier from 1953 to the close of the project 
in 1958 have been summarized periodically in a series of general reports (American Geo
graphical Society, 1953- 58). Detailed studies have appeared in the literature from time to 
time. Hu bley (1955, 1957) reported on the micrometeorological program which was concerned 
with energy transfer at the snow surface and included an evaluation of snow a lbedo. Thiel 
and others (1957) ascertained by a gravimetric method the thickness of the ice and were ab le 
to construct several cross-sections of the glacier. Wilson (1959), in turn , used these data a long 
with data on surface movement and the average annual hydrological budget to test equations 
Nielsen (1955) had derived for the theory of equilibrium glaciers. According to the theory the 
budget is correlated with the transfer of ice through cross-sections as expressed by surface 
movement. Wilson was ab le to indicate close agreement between the ice mass annually 
ablated below the firn limit and the ice mass m oving through the firn limit cross-section over 
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the same period . Lemon Creek Glacier accordingly appeared to be close to a n equilibrium 
condition. 

This paper is in tended to consolidate and interpret some of the data collected on the 
glacier be tween 1953 and 1958, placing particula r emphasis on the 1958 field season. Its 
purposes a re ( I) to discuss the 1953- 58 annual hydrological budgets, and (2) to test further, 
using the additional 1958 m ovemen t a nd hydrological data, Nielsen 's eq uations for the 
equilibrium glacier. 

Fig . 2. Aerial photograph of Lemon Creek Glacier above the ice faLL taken Oil 15 Septemoer 195 7 

L E MON C RE E K GLACIER: LOCATION AND D ESCRIPTI ON 

Lemon Creek Glacier is a relatively small valley glacier located in the Coast "Mountains 
of south-eastern Alaska about 6· 5 km. north-east of Juneau (Figs. I and 2) . I t forms the 
southern most extension oftheJun eau Ice Field a nd would be a separate entity were it not for 
narrow tenuous connections that make it technicall y part of the fi eld . T he J uneau Ice Field, 
lying east of lower Lynn Cana l, is the southern part of an extensive glacier complex wh ich 
straddles the cres t of the Coast Mountains between the vicinity of Skagway a nd the Taku 
River valley, a distance of roughl y 145 km. 

Lemon Creek Glacier is un branched a nd is oriented generall y in a northedy direction , 
except near its snout where it curves westerly. The length of i ts longitudina l axis is 6· 4 km. 
and its greatest width is close to 2 km . F low begins on the north-west slope of Observation 
Peak ( 1,5 12 m. ) and travels via a n ice fa ll between elevations of 650 and 850 m. to the terminus 
at 470 m. Almost a ll flow fo llows this genera l course. The remainder drains southward from a 
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divide at an elevation of approximately 1,225 m . along the longitudinal axis and very near 
the glacier's head but does not descend lower in elevation than 1,200 m. 

A series of three broad steps distinguishes the profile of the glacier above the ice fall. 
Crevasses , narrowly opened for the most part, are on the surface in general profusion and 
appear in swarms where the descent of the ice is slightly steeper from one step to the next. 
The most uniform, leas t crevassed ice is found below the ice fall. The ice fall , by contrast, 
exhibits markedly broken ice where huge blocks have separated. This part of the glacier has 

Fig. 3. Aerial photograph q! Lemon Creek Glacier below the ice fall taken on 1 0 September 1958. (By courtesy qf Dave B ohll) 

the steepest slope, measuring 18·5 degrees. Below the ice fall the slope is 14·5 degrees; above, 
between the fall and the drainage divide near the head, it is only approximately 4 degrees. 
Thiel and others (1957) state that the maximum ice thickness found by gravimetry is just 
over 200 m. and occurs in the upper central reaches. The maximum thickness about 1 km. 
above the ice fall is a t least 150 m. The glacier slope in the area of greatest thickness is 3 ·5 
degrees; directly above the ice fall , it is 6·3 degrees. The slope of the underlying rock floor in 
these respective areas is 2·4 and 4.6 degrees. 

The snout of the glacier is split by a rock cleaver so that the north portion is broad and 
lobate, whereas the south portion is pointed and arrow-shaped (Fig. 3) . North-east of the 
snout and less than 1 km. up-glacier, a part of the ice terminates in a lake at an elevation of 
709 m. This lake, which is not evident on a 1946 aerial photograph can be seen beginning to 
form on photographs taken in 1948. 
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T he seasonal snow line on the glacier a t the close of the a blation period between 1953 and 
1958 varied between c. 875 and c. 1,200 m . in elevation. In 1955 it was lowest in eleva tion 
and in 1958 highest. The total area of the Lemon Creek Glacier system determined b y 
planimetry is 12·67 X 106 m. ' . This figure is the sum of the small area which dra ins southwa rd 
(0 ·62 X 106 m .' ) , a n area feeding from the north-eastern sector but contributing neglig ible 
qua ntities of ice (2 · 69 X 106 m. ' ) and the main northerly draining a rea which is used in 
budget determinations for 1956- 57 a nd 1957- 58 (9 ' 36 X 106 m. ' ) . These areas are delineated 
in Figure 4. 

HYDRO L OGICAL B UDGET 

The hydrological budget of a glacier is based on the annual amounts of ice ablation and 
net snow accumulation. Loss or gain, in terms of equivalent water volume, is calculated for a 
budget year which opens when late summer or early autumn snow accumulation exceeds the 
ablation of ice at the firn limit and which continues through to the close of the ablation period 
the following year when accumulation is again in excess. 

It is apparent that the opening and close of each budget year does not take place on any 
single day. These times are transitional and may be severa l weeks in duration. When the 
ablation period is ending, for example, snow accumulation in excess of ice ablation at the 
firn limit may not occur without interruption until mid-autumn, and as a result, ice ablation 
during this interval can be important. LaChapelle (American Geographica l Society, 1955) 
computed during the 1954- 55 budget year on Lemon Creek Glacier that, of the total ice 
melted, as much as 15.6 per cent was lost during the first two weeks of September. Because 
of the importance of late-season ablation , a budget calculation that does not take this entire 
transitional interval into account will suffer inaccuracy. Ablation data for budget calculations 
on Lemon Creek Glacier should span the months of June through September in order to 
cover the ablation period. 

Inaccuracies in budget studies arise for other reasons. These errors are recognized but 
precise measurements are required to modify them. They include the following: ( I) snow 
compaction causing the amount of ablation at a stake to appear to be greater than that which 
has actually taken place; (2) ablation measurements providing inadequate coverage of the 
ablation zone whereby certain topographic influences are overlooked ; (3) net accumulation 
surveys being based on few probes and neglecting steeper, less accessible areas of the upper 
glacier ; (4) no allowance being made in calculations of the ablation area for firn whose 
density is less than ice and whose inclusion in the budget causes ablation volumes to be smaller, 
and (5) assuming a constant rate for the progression of the snow line up-glacier, especially 
when positions of the snow line on widely spaced dates are used in calculations. 

in/emalional Geophysical r ear budgets 1956- 58 
Ablation-accumulation surveys were run in the field seasons of 1957 and 1958 when Lemon 

Creek Glacier served as one of the glaciological stations in the North American network 
during the International Geophysical Year. In 1957 a map of the glacier was plotted at the 
Institute of Geodesy, Photogrammetry and Cartography at The Ohio State University under 
the American Geographical Society LG.Y. program 4.11 (Case, 1958) . The map, prepared 
from aerial photography by the U.S. Navy on 18 September 1957 and ground control estab
lished by the project in 1955, is drawn at a scale of 1 : 10,000 with contour intervals of 5 m. 
(American Geographical Society, 1960) . It is the basis for the area measurements employed 
in the budget computations for 1956- 57 and 1957- 58, shown below. The total area of the 
glacier taken into account in the budgets for these years is delimited in Figure 4 and amounts 
t09·36 x I06 m.'. 

Wilson (1959) reported on the 1956- 57 budget studies, but at the time he prepared his 
report, the map of the glacier drawn in 1957 was not available. He computed a deficit of 
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4' 0 X 106 m ) of water. This figure is revised below using new values for the areas of the 
ablation and accumulation zones in conjunction with Wilson's data for vertical ablation and 
accumulation. The procedure used to calculate the budget was as follows: 

Field parties established a network of ablation measurement sites as early in the ablation 
season as possible. Holes in the ice were drilled using a 2 ' 5 cm. ice drill. Since most of the ice 
ablation surface is normally under a cover of snow at this time, it was necessary to drill 
through the cover before implanting the measurement stakes. In both 1957 and 1958, personnel 
were occupied on other glaciers during much of the summer, but observations were made on 
Lemon Creek Glacier early and late in the ablation season. It was thus possible to measure 
total summer ablation at each of the stake locations. These provided, of course, on ly a sample 
of the total ablation surface and did not take into account those areas up-glacier and down
glacier from the ablation profiles. Since the snow line does not necessarily progress up-glacier 
at a constant rate, the amount of ice ablating between successive positions of the snow line 
a lso had to be considered. This was accomplished by determining the average rate of ab lation 
above the ice fall and below the ice fall from the totals and applying this rate to the un
surveyed ice surface. Quantities of ablation wcre then calculated for the interven ing period, 
when the party was not on the glacier, by means of a series of aerial photographs which 
showed the seasonal progression of the snow line and associated new areas of ice ablation. 

The positions of the transient snow line were sketched on the map from the aeria l photo
graphs, and the areas of exposed ice between positions ascertained by planimetry using a 
Coradi compensating planimeter. These areas were treated separately at first and the amounts 
of ablation having taken place in each one were later added together. The assumption was 
made that ice ablation begins as soon as the snow melts and continues until the close of the 
season at the average ablation rate. When ascertaining ice ablation between any tW;) dated 
positions of the snow line, the amount below the upper position as the snow line is progressing 
from the lower one is considered to be one-ha lf of that which wou ld have ablated had a ll the 
snow disappeared at one time. Ice ablation was computed by multiplying the area by the 
average daily ablation rate and by the number of days the area is subjected to ablation. The 
total volume of ice ablated from a ll areas was then converted to water volume by multiplying 
by the density of the ice which is 0·85 g ./cm) . Net snow accumulation was ascertained by 
multiplying the average depth of snow in the accumulation zone by the area of the zone and 
by the density of the snow which is o· 55 g. /cm ) . If the water equivalent volume of snow is 
larger than that of ice, the budget is positive ; if the volume is smaller, it is negative. I t is 
believed that this method, because it takes into account snow line migration, provides a more 
realistic portrayal of total ablation than one whereby only ablation data from the stake 
positions are used for the calculation. 

The value given for snow density (0' 55 g. /cm)) is believed sufficiently accurate for use 
as a constant. Snow measured in pits located in the center of the neve field at c. 1,200 and 
c. 1,300 m. had a density of 0'55 g. /cm ) on 14 September '957. This shows good agreement 
with Nielsen's conclusion that snow density averages o· 55 g. /cm .3 over the nearby Taku 
Glacier accumulation zone (Nielsen, 1957) . Similarly, Miller (1954) found densities of o· 54 
and o' 56 g. /cm) during the first and second weeks of September on the Taku Glacier, and 
LaChapelle ( , 954) measured an average density of o· 5 I g. /cm.3 for his '5-pit survey of the 
J uneau Ice Field . The latter study was completed in August and further compaction 
undoubtedly occurred . LaChapelle states: "One of the first characteristics which becomes 
apparent upon examination of the profiles is the remarkable uniformity of snow density in 
vertical profile, in distribution over the ice fie ld , and with time". 

In 1957 a party was on the glacier early and late in the ablation season. At the beginning 
of June, ablation stakes were implanted- one below the ice fall and 18 adjacent to movement 
tripods along four cross-g lacier profiles above the ice fall. The stake below the ice fall was 
set in ice and severa l of those above were placed in ice under a cover of snow. When the 
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stakes were set, no ice was exposed above the ice fall and below were only intermittent patches 
of ice. Not until r 5 J une did the snow line begin to retreat up-glacier from the top of the ice fall. 

The progression of the seasonal snow line was traced by means of aerial photographs 
taken on 17 Jun e, 7 July, 9 and 26 August, and 15 and r 8 September. The upper glacier on 
15 September appears in Figure 2. When the party returned in September, only I I of the 
19 stakes implanted were recovered. The stake below the ice fall had ablated out, and in 
order to obtain an ablation rate for this part of the glacier, a nother stake was set in the ice 

TABLE I. HYDROLOGICAL BUDGET FOR LEMON CREEK GLACIER, 1956- 57 AND 

Water 
1957- 58 

WatCl 
1957- 58 equivalent 

X 106 m . 3 

Ice ablation 1956- 57 equivalent Ice ablation 
X 106 m .' 

Area below ice fall (rate= 0-062 mo /day) 
1- 15June 0-27 

16June- 18 September 3- 72 3-99 

Area above ice fall (rate =0·046 m. /day) 
Between 16 J une- 7 July snow lines 
16 June- 7 July 0·39 
8 July- 18September 1· 29 

Between 8 J ulY- 9 August snow lines 
8 JulY- 9 A ugust 0.4 1 

10 August- I 8 September 0 -99 
Between 10- 26 A ugust snow lines 
10- 26 Augus t 0- 33 
27 August- 18 September 0-9 ' 
Between 27 AUgust- I8 September 
snow lines 

Total ice ablation 
Net snow accumulation 
Budget deficit 

1-68 

1- 2 4 

0- 67 

8 . 98 
12-43 

X 106 m. 3 X 106 m.' 
Area below ice fall (rate=0-052 m. /day) 

1- 10 June 0 - 17 
II June- Io September 3-05 3 . 22 

Area above ice fall (rate=0-042 mo /day) 
Between 11 June- 27 July snow lines 
II June- 27 July 1-64 
28 JulY- lo September 3 - 13 4 -77 
Between 28 J uly- 8 August snow lines 
28 July- 8 August 0-24 
9 August- I 0 Septem ber 1-30 

Between 9 A ugust- Io September 
snow lines 

Total ice ablation 
Net snow accumulation 
Budget deficit 

9-7 1 

0- 75 
8-96 

for an I I-day period. The rate was found to be 0·057 m. /day. Since this rate is presumed 
to be less than the rate for the entire ablation period, it was compared with rates for the 1954 
and 1956 field seasons, and a rate of 0·062 m. /day was figured to be that actually in effect. 
The average ablation rate above the ice fall was 0 -046 m ./day. 

A deficit of at least 0·82 X 106 m .3 occurred during the 1956- 57 budget year. The area of 
ablation measured 3. 68 X 106 m. ' and the area of accumulation, 5 -68 X 106 m.'. Since 
ablation measurements ended on 18 September, an additional loss of snow presumably 
occurred until October which is assumed to be the closing date of the ablation period. The 
budget sheet for 1956- 57 is shown in Table I. 

Observations during the 1957- 58 budget year were begun on 25 May before the onset of 
ice ablation. Nine stakes were implanted at different locations from below the ice fall to the 
upper part of the glacier. At this time the snow cover was 0.76 m. deep below the ice fall and 
2· 1 m. deep immediately above it. Five of these stakes were recovered and reset when 
observations were continued on 25 July. Between 25 and 28 July, 14 additional stakes were 
set out along three cross-glacier movement profiles. The amount of ablation at each stake was 
measured on 7 September, and a survey of the snow depth in the accumulation zone was 
conducted on the foll owing day. The ice ablation rate below the ice fa ll amounted to 0.052 
m. /day ; the rate above averaged 0 -042 m. /day, ranging between 0·039 and 0.048 m. /day. 
The average snow ablation rate was also 0.042 m. /day, and the average snow depth amounted 
to 0 -4 m. on 10 September. 

The procedure used for calculating the 1956- 57 budget was followed again during 1957-58. 
It was assumed that changes in the size of the g lacier since 1957 were negligible, and the map 
made in 1957 was again used for planimeter measurements of the ablation and accumulation 
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areas. The budget showed a deficit of 8· 96 X 106 m. 3, which is considerably more than that for 
the previous year. The ablation area on 10 September, 5'96 X 106 m!, was greater and the 
accumulatio n area, 3' 40 X 106 m. 2, less. The ablation period on which figures are based is 
from I June until 10 September. Because the observations were not made later than 10 
September, it is apparent that a much larger deficit resulted before the end of the ablation 
period on I October. In fact , by 20 September, theoretically, a ll the 1957- 58 snow cover 
shou ld have ablated. The 1957- 58 budget sheet appears in Table 1. 

Budgets 1953- 56 
Prior to 1957 E. R. LaChapelle conducted budget surveys on Lemon Creek Glacier 

(American Geographical Society, 1955, 1956) . Because area measurements were made on a 
map less accurate than the 1957 one, budget figures do not attain the accu racy of the 1956- 57 
and 1957- 58 years . Moreover, since budgets have been computed from two different maps, 
loss or gain vo lumes before and after 1956 are not absolutely comparable, though their 
relative orders of magnitude appear to be correct. 

1953- 54. A surplus of3 ' 32 X 106m .3 of water was ascertained from the 1954 observations 
wh ich began on 8 June and lasted until 14 September. This figure was later corrected to a 
deficit of 3 .80 X 106 m.3 when the actual amount of snow remaining from the 1953- 54 year 
was measured in pits dug in the glacier the following field season . Average rate of ice ab lation 
below the ice fall was 0'060 m. /day. On 14 September ice was exposed over c. 33 per cent of 
the g lacier. 

1954- 55. A large surplus calculated to be 14 ' 78 X 106 m .> on 7 September was later 
recalculated to be 12·60 X 106 m .> when pit stratigraphy was examined in 1956. Only I I per 
cent of the glacier had exposed ice on 7 September. At the end of July more than 5 m. of 
snow covered the accumulation zone; this snow cover measured 5' 36 m. in 1956. The mean 
ablation rate for snow was o' 050 m ./day during the field season which lasted from 12 June 
until late July. 

1955- 56. Average ablation rates for the 1953- 58 period were highest during the 1956 
ablation season. They were measured from late June till late August. Rates for ice were 
o' 068 m. /day below the ice fall and o · 045 m. /day above it. Snow ablation averaged o· 058 
m. /day. On 21 August a deficit of 4.67 X 106 m .3 had a lready occurred, and LaChapelle 
believed that this volume had at least doubled to 9' 34 X 106 m .> by the time ablation ended. 
The deduction seems reasonable in that 1957 pit data from c. 1,200 m. reveal no snow 
accumulation for the 1955- 56 budget year and only 45 cm. offirn were measured in a crevasse 
exposure at c. 1,375 m. This shows good agreement with the 1957- 58 accumulation data 
when a similar deficit quantity of 8· 96 X 106 m .> was measured. The 1953- 54 budget is a lso 
cited in support of LaChapelle's conclusion . On 14 September 1954 the surplus of 7' 55 X 
106m .3 measured on 22 August had been reduced to 3·32 X I06m. 3. Additional loss after 
14 September further reduced this surplus and created a deficit of 3.80 X 106 m.3. 

Budget resulIle 1953- 58 
The budget sheet for the period from 1953 through 1958 is given below in terms of water 

equivalent volumes: 
Budget )'ear 

1953- 54 
1954- 55 
1955- 56 
1956- 57 
J(157- 58 

T otal 
N~t defi cit 

Surpllls 

X 106 m . 3 

12 -60 

12 -60 

Deficit 
X 106 m . 3 

9- 34 
0 · 82 
8 - 96 

22-92 
10'32 
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Because of ablation that continued after observations were concluded, each field season 
was taken into account for only two of the five annual budgets (the amount of net snow 
accumulation was measured in pits dug in the upper glacier the following budget year), the 
deficit of 10.32 X 106 m ) should be regarded as being somewhat less than that which has 
actually resulted. 

SURFACE MOVEMENT AND MASS TRANSFER OF ICE 

Surface measurement program 

The movement of ice a long the transverse profiles of Lemon Creek Glacier was determined 
for three profiles established in 1958 and for two profiles re-established from the 1957 field 
season. The measurement of movement provided ( I) a three-dimensional picture of surface 
flow characteristics in an alpine glacier near equilibrium and permitted, in conjunction with 
ablation-accumulation studies, (2) the computation of annual deviation from ideal equilibrium 
flow for the years in question. A lthough some earlier movement records are available for 
Lemon Creek G lacier (American Geographical Society, 1955) , it was not until 1957 that 
bulk flow, as well as surface flow, could be determined accurately . This was made possible 
during the summer of 1956 when transverse cross-sections were plotted by a gravity method 
(Thiel and others, 1957). 

The procedure used for profile measurement in 1958 was the same as that used in 1957 
and is described by Wilson (1959) . In essence, simple triangulation was used to determine 
two orthogonal coordinate systems with the base lines serving as y-axes roughly parallel to 
the longitudinal flow axis of the glacier. The x-axes crossed the g lacier latera lly and z-axes 
were negati'le downward. By triangulation, the x, y, and z coordinates of the position of each 
movement stake were calculated at the beginning and end of the measurement period. The 
absolute value of the displacement of each stake was thus found for each of three axis directions. 

In 1958, five movement stakes each were placed along profiles 1 and 2 and four on 
profile 3. Although the stakes were placed in early July, poor visibility prevented a satisfactory 
survey until the end of the month. In 1958 summer movement was, therefore, calculated on ly 
for short runs of 24, 3 [ and 22 days on profiles I , 2 and 3 respectively. Fortunately, it was 
possihle to re-survey the two profiles that had been established the previous year. These 
stakes reappeared in late August and all five stakes on each profile (profiles I A and 2A) were 
recovered. The survey of profiles I A and 2A in early September thus provided an opportunity 
to measure flow directly over a period of exactly one year. This was a considerable improve
ment over the usual method of estimating annual movement on the basis of short-term 
observations and allowed a more accurate appraisal of seasonal and annual flow characteristics. 

The position, vector velocity and vector direction in the horizontal plane of each move
ment stake are shown on the contour map of Lemon Creek G lacier (Fig. 4) . If the map is 
studied in conjunction with movement data for the five profiles (Table 11), several interesting 
relationships can be seen regarding surface flow characteristics. Important among these are 
the various interrelationships which seem to exist between flow, surface configuration and 
the seasonality of observations. At the upper profile, for example, it can be seen that annual 
movement extrapolated on the basis of a 24-day measurement period greatly exceeds annual 
movement directly measured over the period of one year. This is particularly evident at the 
I, 100 to [ ,200 m. distance from the west edge of the glacier. Stake 4 of profile 1 and stake 5 
of profile [A are located only a few meters apart, yet stake 4 shows an annual horizontal 
movement increment of 27.6 m. compared to 14·4 m. at stake 5. At first glance, it would 
appear that the 1958 tripod was moving at a lmost twice the rate of its 1957 neighbor. A 
check of the annual movement of stake 5, as extrapolated from an 88-day measurement run 
in [957, shows, however, that the predicted one-year flow also considerably exceeded actual 
flow as measured one year later. These facts seem to indicate that Lemon Creek Glacier ice 
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does indeed subscri be to the theory that maximum flow occurs in the summer m onths and the 
rate of movem en t decreases during the win ter time. O ne important qua lification is necessary. 
The nature of random measurement error in this situation is such that the possible limi ts of 
error regard ing the position of individual stakes increased inversely to the length of the 
measurem ent period . It follows that the shorter the surveying period involved , the greater is 
the oppor tunity to overstate the vector veloci ties. 

TABLE II. SURFACE MOVEMENT DATA FOR LEMON CREEK GLACIER 

d T 1ll 

Slake number ffi. ffi. m. /yr. 

Profi le I 

I 445 125 12-5 
2 686 208 22 -0 
3 897 2 19 15 -3 
4 1 I 15 166 27 -6 
5 134 1 50 8-2 

P rofi le l A 
4 10 125 9 -9 

2 595 195 13 -4 
3 747 2 16 16-2 
4 93 1 20 1 19- 2 
5 " 45 156 14-4 

Profi le 2 
I 455 150 7-9 
2 708 200 22-0 
3 950 190 47-7 
4 1202 133 39 -5 
5 1430 75 26-2 

Profi le 2A 
226 92 12-0 

2 495 156 25- 8 
3 725 200 18-3 
4 975 183 15 -6 
5 1252 " 7 16-2 

P rofi le 3 
375 92 22-0 

2 620 11 6 50 -9 
3 870 160 48 -6 
4 10 75 140 43 -6 

d = D istance of stake from wes t edge of g la c ier. 
T = T hickness of ice_ 

V 

m_ /yr. 

15- 1 
22-3 
15- 6 
28- 1 

10-9 

8 -4 
22-3 
45 -0 

40 - 0 

26-9 

m= Magn itude of horizon ta l velocity vec tor = ( Vx'+ Vy' )l _ 
V = Magnitude of tota l ve locity vec tor = ( Vx'+ Vy'+ Vz' )l _ 

q> 

degrees 

68- 2 
18- 4 
3-5 

- 13 -6 
- 3 1 - 0 

53-4 
22'0 
22·2 

0-9 
- 2 - 7 

24- 2 

16- 1 
17-4 

1 -0 

- 2-4 

12 -9 
0-0 

- 11-8 
- 16- 8 
- 21 -4 

- g-2 
8-5 

- 1' 2 

- 17-5 

q> = Angle between V a nd positive y-axis measured posit ive clockwise_ 
f3 = Angle between V a nd glacier surface_ 

Effect ive measuremen t pe riods: Profi le 1 : 7- 3 1 August 1958-

f3 
degrees 

44- 2 
6-6 
6-8 
7 -2 

5- 0 

20-7 
6- 1 

9- 6 
9-3 

13- 1 

2-3 
0-5 

10-8 

Profi le l A: 3 September 1957- 2 September 1958-
Profi le 2 : 2 Aug ust- 2 Sep tem bel' 1958-
Profi le 2A: 3 September 1957- 2 September 1958-
Profile 3: 8- 30 August 1958 -

No such inferences can be d rawn from the two middle p rofiles. D ue to a n error in the 
a rrangement of stakes on profi le 2, the 195 7 and 1958 profiles a re not contiguous and cannot 
be accurately compared (Fig _ 4) . Profi le 3 presents a compara tively complex picture. Because 
of di rectiona l cha nges in the g lacier pa th, the entry of a tribu tary glacier from the east, and 
changes in the flow characteristics due to the d own-glacier position of the p rofil e, the vector 
pa ttern expected does not em erge_ For reasons tha t will be discussed la ter, sta kes I and 2 

behave in a p redictable pa ttern ; that is, they are tending to m ove away from the longitudina l 
axis of the g lacier. Stake 3, however, is reta rded in its outward movem ent by the latera l 
influence of the incoming tributa ry ice. It should be noted also tha t stake 3 has m oved positive, 
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or upward, along the z-axis. Stake 4 is probably affected by its position at the extremity of a 
turn and by the force of the entering tributary. Stake 2 behaves in a manner that cannot be 
satisfactorily explained . 

. M ass transfer of ice 
The regimen and flow of ice in various forms of eq uilibrium glaciers are mathematically 

described by Nielsen (1955) . Lemon Creek Glacier, especially above profile 3, closely resembles 
the idealized glacier type named by Nielsen (Case 2). According to him, "The width is 

~ __ --..:o 

SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM 
OF GLACIER 

A 

j ! \ 
A B 

zn o A B 
MASS DISCHARGE 

o A , Accu mulation Zone 
A ' r lrn Line 

AB ' Ablation Zone 

Fig. 5. Schematic diagram, aerial view, alld mass discharge of all idealized glacier (after N ielsen (1955)) 

constant. Rate of accumulation is ... maximum at the head of the glacier and decreases to 
zero at the firn line. The rate of ablation is zero at the firn line and increases linearly to a 
maximum ... at the terminus." Figure 5 defines the form and mass discharge curve of such a 
glacier. Ideally, ice should "sink", or flow downward , into the interior of the glacier from the 
surface source zone until, in the vicinity of the firn line, it begins its eventual rise to the surface 
in the ablation zone. Similarly, ice should converge on the longitudinal axis above the firn 
limit and diverge from the glacier axis in the ablation zone. 

These facts are well illustrated by Wilson's (1959) study of Lemon Creek Glacier's 
accumulation zone. Actually, it is rather surprising that the movement data and flow theory 
show such close agreement. Much the same results were obtained in 1958, but the degree of 
agreement is not as complete as in the previous year. This may be partly attributed to the 
addition of the complex third profile. Also, the utilization of the precise contour map (a 
rough outline map of the glacier was used earlier) reveals the need for some adjustments in 
the [957 measurement data. 
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Profile 

I 

l A 

2 

2A 

3 

T AR LE Ill. MASS TRANSFER D ATA FOR LEMO N CREEK GLAC IER , 1958 

Vi U Si Ai M i 
m ./yr. m. /yr. m .' X 105 m.' X 106 m .l X 106 -

Equation (2 ) Equation (3) 
M i= PUSi NJ, =KA ; 

10·2 8·7 2· 10 2·44 1· 55 0·53 
7·3 6·2 2· 10 2·44 1 ·11 0·53 

18·6 15 . 8 2·06 4.58 2·77 1·01 

13·5 II ·5 2·°4 5· 18 1·99 I· 14 
26·6 22·6 1.46 7.48 2 ·80 6 · 79 t 

*Water equivalellt. 

t By equation (4) . 

The average down-glacier components of surface velocity Vi, for the five profiles are 
computed by numerical integration and are shown in Table Ill. As noted earlier, the 1958 
profiles indicate greater apparent movement than do the 1957 profiles. Average bulk velocity, 
V, across each profile is computed from the equation 

V= kVi, ( I) 

where k is a constant. As should be expected, the average down-glacier components of ve locity 
increase from the upper to the lower profiles. The angles of inclination of the velocity vector 
do not, however, demonstrate any appreciably greater downward flow at the upper profile 
(Fig. 4) . In 1957, this relationship was quite obvious between profiles I and 2. At profile 3, 
the ice shows a definite tendency to move toward the surface in the ablation zone. 

Convergence of the stakes toward the longitudinal axis is clearly demonstrated for the two 
profiles in the accumulation zone (Fig. 4) . It can also be seen that convergence components 
along the x-axis are greater for profile I than for profile 2. Profile 3 reveals the confusion 
created by divergence and the presence of a tributary g lacier, as discussed earlier. 

The mass of ice, lvIi, flowing through a cross-section of known area, Si, may be calculated 
from the equation 

where p is the density of ice in the glacier. If the glacier is in equilibrium , /VIi as computed by 
equation (2) should be equal to }\I!i as computed by the eq uation 

where the annual net accumulation per unit K is constant over the Area Ai. Mass transfer of 
ice through the profiles has been calculated using these equations and is shown in Table Ill. 
Equation (3) shows the mass of ice that should move through the cross-section if the annual 
flow of ice and the amount of ice replaced by firnifica tion a re equivalent. The actual annual 
flow past each profile is computed by equation (2). 

HYDROLOGICAL B U DGET AND MOVEMENT RELATIONSHIPS 

Field studies of the g lacier permitted the determination of the hydrologica l budget as well 
as some discussion of its deviation from an equilibrium condition. Two approaches were 
available : ( I) the comparison of real and ideal flow as computed from the mass transfer 
equations, and (2) the computation of annual net budget by direc t measurement of total 
accumulation and ablation in a given year. The results of these two methods were presented 
earlier. They should , ideally, complemen t each other and provide parallel means to a single 
conclusion regarding the character of equilibrium. 

Little explanatory discussion need be devoted to the annual budget as determined by 
direct measurement. Reference to the budget resume for 1953- 58 shows that the first , third 
and fifth years were significant deficit years, while 1954- 55 showed an impressive surplus. 
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The fourth year, although a deficit one, demonstrated the closest approximation to equili
brium. It would be misleading, however, to say that because a surplus or deficit existed in a 
particular year, that the glacier fluctuated accordingly from true equilibrium. More properly, 
the total of the five seasons indicates almost twice as much water was lost as gained and, 
therefore, a general, if not impressive, tendency towards shrinkage exists. 

Using mass transfer data, much the same results are obtained. As previously shown for 
measured budgets, mass movements as determined by equation (3) are also apt to reflect 
inordinate deviations from the general trend. It is thus desirable to calculate Mi using the 
average value of KA i over a period of years, but because of differences in field measurement 
methods, it is not quite proper to average accumulation data for periods before and after 
1957. Wilson (1959), however, attempts to estimate this figure for the period 1954 to 1957. 
For profile I A, he finds that slightly more ice is moving away from the head of the glacier 
than is formed by firnification. 

During the large deficit year of 1957- 58, this relationship was accentuated. Referring only 
to the profile established in 1957 (and, therefore, the profile indicating the slowest bulk 
velocity), it is apparent that about twice as much ice passed through profile lA as was 
replenished. Calculations for 1956- 57 demonstrate roughly the same relationship, although the 
ratio of replenishment to loss is greater as might be expected for a near-equilibrium year. 

For an equilibrium glacier, the average mass of ice ablated should equal the amount of 
ice passing through a profile located at the average firn limit. The middle profiles on Lemon 
Creek Glacier correspond to that position. In 1957, profile 2A was slightly up-glacier from 
the snow line. Profiles 2 and 2A were, for the most part, down-glacier from the snow line in 
1958. Computing the 1957 ablation from equation (3), we find a loss of 6· 24 X 106 m ) water 
compared to a measured loss of 7.63 X 106 m .3 water. Since the net loss in that year was 
0·82 X 106 m. 3 water, close agreement is indicated. Similarly, in 1958, profiles 2 and 2A lost 
1·0I X I06m .3 water and 1'14 x lo6 m ) water, respectively, according to the equation. 
Measured ablation in 1958 was 9' 7 I X 106 m ) water. The net 1958 loss of 8· g6 X 106 m ) shows 
excellent agreement. 

For profile 3, the values of equation (3) may be reversed; that is, the mass of ice flowing 
through profile 3 should be equivalent to the mass of ice ablated per unit area K' constant 
over the area At' down-glacier from the profile. Thus, 

Treating the area below profile 3 in a manner similar to the treatment of the area abovc 
profile I , it then becomes evident that approximately 2' 4 times as much ice was removed 
from the glacier below profile 3 than moved through the cross-section to replace it in 1958. 
This agrees generally with the results for profile I. Although some error is undoubtedly 
induced by the curvature of the glacier and the ice fall in the terminus region, the strong 
deficit trend for 1958 is reaffirmed. 

For Nielsen's theory of equilibrium flow to be correct, close agreement is necessary 
between the measured hydrological budget and the predicted budget as computed from the 
movement profiles. It is believed that sufficient agreement is demonstrated to verify the 
theory. The glacier is not, of course, in equilibrium, but it is reasonably close to equilibrium 
and behaved in every manner predicted by Nielsen for a glacier with a negative regime. 
This includes not only the changes in net nutrition and attrition, but also the annual fluctu
ations of the firn limit as a reflection of glacier health. 
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